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Abstract 
The realization of electronic cash is an important issue in electronic commerce, but realization of non-track 
electronic cash is an important factor that make widely available of electronic commerce. Some characteristics of 
ideal non-track electronic cash are analyzed, the circulate mode and safe project are described in this paper. At the 
same time, the on-line non-track electronic cash project and the Brands system are described. It is a useful electronic 
cash system at present stage. It uses blind digital signature based on RSA. 
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1. Introduction  
Electronic cash is known as digital currency .It is used to buy goods or services through the Internet. It 
is proposed by the United States Digicash Company. The system is achieved form blind digital signature 
theory that is proposed by the father of electronic cash, David Chaum, in the 1982's. 
Owing to having different perspectives in the different party’s business activities, electronic cash 
systems have different requirements. Customer requires electronic cash convenient and flexible. But also 
requires anonymity. The business requires a high reliability of electronic cash. A good electronic cash 
must be converted into real money. The financial institutions require that electronic cash can be used only 
once.  The electronic cash can not be the illegal used. The electronic cash is not tracking the electronic 
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money. Of course, the electronic cash can not be forged. Therefore, good electronic cash should at least 
have the following characteristics [1]: 
(1) Independence: electronic cash is not dependent on the computer system. 
(2) Anonymous: electronic cash holders can not provide the information for tracking. 
(3) Transitivity: electronic cash can migrate to other users, and can not provide tracking this message. 
(4) Separability: electronic cash can be some kinds of currency, and can be like normal cash, the big 
money may be divided into a little money. 
(5) Non-repeatability: electronic cash can be spent only once, the second can not be used, including the 
ability to prevent forgery and copying. 
(6) Secure storage: electronic cash can be safely stored in the customer's computer or smart card, and 
the electronic cash can transfer through the network secretly. 
2. Electronic cash operating mode 
Electronic cash system has an electronic cash issuing bank E-Mint. According to the customer deposit 
amount, it may exchange digitally signed electronic money for its customers. The electronic cash may 
buy something in online [2][3]. 
 Using electronic cash to online shopping, the business process can be divided into three separate 
stages (see Figure 1). The first stage, obtain electronic cash, that is withdraw money from a bank. 
(1) The customer requires his bank transfer his deposits in to E-Mint for electronic cash. 
(2) The customers' bank transfers the customer's account immediately to E-Mint. 
(3) E-Mint sends electronic cash to the customer. The customer will save electronic cash into their 
computer or smart card. 
The second stage, with the electronic cash shopping, that is paid. Customers receive the electronic 
cash, shopping are available at any time, but as long as the electronic money is not gone, you can shop 
many times. 
(4) Customers purchase goods, at the same time the electronic cash is send merchant. 
(5) After the business confirmed the effectiveness of electronic cash, the merchant will provide goods 
to customers. 
The third stage, the merchant exchanges electronic cash. That is deposits. After merchant receive the 
electronic cash, it can be converted into cash at any time. 
(6) The merchant sends electronic cash to E-Mint. 
(7)E-Mint transfer real money into merchant bank account. 
customer
bank  E-Mint
merchant 
(4) electronic cash
(5) commodity
(7) transfers 
(2) transfers 
(3) Send electronic cash(1) withdraw money 
from a bank
(6) electronic cash
Fig. 1. The diagram of electronic currency operating mode 
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3. The operation security of electronic cash  
The operation securities programs of electronic cash need to be considered are as follows[4]-[6]: 
(1)Exchange of electronic money  
To ensure transaction security of electronic cash, when customers exchange electronic cash generated, 
the computer will produce one or more of 64bit random binary number. The bank opens an encrypted 
envelope of customers, and retrieves and records the numbers, and after it is verified by the digital 
signature, send to the customer. The verified binary represent amount of electronic cash. 
 (2) Identification 
Electronic cash is get from the E-Mint by the private key of the digital signature, the recipient use the 
public key of E-Mint to decrypt the electronic cash, and authentication. 
(3) The transfer security of electronic money  
The safety can be achieved through encryption, the integrity of the computer can be embedded in an 
encrypted message digest, and be protected (similar to digital signature technology). In this way, it can 
guarantee that electronic cash will not be tampered with during transmission. 
(4) Not re-use 
When it is transaction in the online system, the user and bank are authorized in both systems, which 
can prevent the illegal copying or e re-use. The re-use identification will be executed after the user pay 
electronic cash. The system can prevent the duplication of spending in the online system. But it is not 
enough to safety in the offline system. It needs to rely on physical security devices, such as anti-harassed 
cards. 
(5) To prevent the forgery of electronic cash 
The basic idea: the need to create large overhead electronic cash 
Basic Plan: To use the cryptographic hash function. A conflict of hash function is used to instead of 
electronic cash. (X1, X2 ,..., Xk) is a K-dimensional hash function, If and only if: H (X1) = H (X2) = ...= H 
(Xk) where K is the conflict dimension, H () is a cryptographic hash function, the m-bit input (Xi, i = 1 ,..., 
k) mapped to the n-bit output (hash sum), all the x values are different, and they will produce the same 
hash. It can be verified the validity of electronic cash by this point. In order to obtain the first k-
dimensional conflict by 50% probability, the first conflict is spending big, but then expenses will be less 
and less for finding any conflict, this result is based on based on the birthday paradox. To make the 
calculation of the cost of the first conflict is large enough, it is recommended to take k> 2, for additional 
security, electronic cash should be effective in a certain period of time (one month). The beginning of 
each period of validity the broker can also define additional effective regulation, such as requiring high 
bit hash value of all valid electronic cash equal to predetermined value. 
4. The realization of electronic cash 
Electronic cash system mainly consists of three protocols: extraction protocol (customers withdraw 
electronic cash from banks), payment protocol (customers use electronic cash payment to the merchant), 
the deposit protocol (the customer or the merchant deposit to the bank)[7][8]. 
4.1. Implementation of online electronic cash  
In the online electronic cash, electronic cash can not be tracked. That anonymous is guaranteed by 
digital signature. There are many kinds of online electronic cash implementations, this description is blind 
signature based on RSA. 
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Bank select two primes p and large q, and a way function φ (). Let n = pq, and choose e, where e and 
ψ (n) = (p-1) (q-1) are coprime. the ed ≡ 1modψ (n) obtained d. Now bank public n, e, andφ (), where 
e is the public key in RSA algorithm. The bank kept secretly p, q and d, where d is the key in RSA 
algorithm. Bank sets monetary units for any message m (in this case, said the money). The program is 
online payment, that is, each transaction must communicate with bank. The merchant is between the 
customer and banks. 
(1) Custom withdraws cash from bank. 
Custom randomly selected m, r ∈ Zn *, calculated m1 = φ (m) re (mod n), and the identity IDC,
account m1 and NC of Custom are sent to the Bank. Bank verify the IDC, if legitimate, bank will sign on 
the m1, and will send it to custom, and removed 1 dollar from the NC. Custom computes m1d / r = (φ (m) 
re) d / r = φd (m) (mod n). Bank has been get the real signature of m, φd (m), The φd (m) mod n is 1 dollar 
which is obtained from the bank. 
(2) Custom buys goods of $1 from the merchant  
Custom pay $ 1 to merchant. Generally, the problem involved to change money, it is not considered in 
this scenario. Since online payment, the bank deposits $1 into the bank account Ns, and completes the 
deposit process. Custom will sent (m, φd (m)) to the shop, and shop will sent (IDs, Ns, m, φd (m)) to the 
bank, bank verify the received signature, and check m whether it has been spent in the past. If signature is 
valid and it has not been spent, then it will deposit $1 in the Bank's Ns.
4.2. Implementation of off-line electronic cash  
Implementation of off-line electronic cash, the key problem is that the realization of electronic cash is 
not reusable. A relatively simple and effective off-line electronic cash system - Brands system will be I 
introduced, its security is based on representation problem of groups of prime. 
(1)Establishment of offline electronic cash system  
Bank randomly generated a group (g, g1, g2) of Gq and ∈ Zq*, and select two freedom of the collision 
of the one-way Hash function H and H0。They have the following forms: 
H: Gq5 →Zq*;
H0:Gq2×SHOP-ID×DATE／TIME→Zq;
Where function H is used for bank signature produced and verification. The function H0 is used to 
confirm password in pay protocol. The bank public Gq as public key, private key is x. Each business has a 
unique identification number Is.
(2) Banks open accounts for custom 
Bank has a database for storage account. When a customer open an account in a bank, the banks 
require customers to prove their identity. Customers will generate a random number u1 ∈ Zq* as his 
private key, computing I = g1u1, the customer will I send to the bank, bank stored account number I in the 
database (Account is unique),While banks calculate z = (Ig2) x, and sent z to the customer. 
(3) Drawing 
When customers want to withdraw money, digital signatures is used to prove request for withdrawal of 
his signature. It will prove that he is the legal owner of the account. 
(4) Payment 
When customers use the electronic cash payment to the merchant: 
① customers  sent (C, B, Sign (C, B))to the merchant. 
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② If C ≠ 1, then the merchant computes d= H0（C, B, Is, DATE/TIME）, and d (password) is sent to 
the customer. 
③ customer computes r1=(du1s +x1) mod q and r2 = (ds + x2) mod q, and sent r1 and r2 to the merchant. 
If Sign (C, B) = (z ', a', b ', r') is (C, B) a legal signature, the merchant receives the electronic cash. 
(5) Record 
After a period of time (because the system is offline), merchant will sent the record ((C, B, Sign (C, B)), 
r1 and r2) and the transaction date/time to the bank. 
5. Summary 
With the development of e-commerce technology, notes faced with severe challenges. The cash must 
be able to use in the Internet transmission, while the notes are clearly not suited to such a request. At 
present, the study of electronic cash, there are two basic points, one is not considered personal privacy, 
that banks can track customer spending. The digital currency is traceable electronic cash, and this 
electronic cash is very easy to achieve by using existing encryption and authentication technology. 
Another is to consider the privacy of individuals, that is, banks can not track customer spending. The 
digital currency is not tracking the electronic cash. And the traceability design of electronic cash is more 
complex. This paper discusses blind signature based on RSA-Brands system at the theoretical level. 
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